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MOON
CHEESE
Moon Cheese is a healthy on-the-go snack made
from 100% cheese.
Moon Cheese is an all-natural, crunchy snack .It’s
perfect for someone who on-go-the- that is looking
for both protein and an excellent source of calcium.
No refrigeration is required for this cheese so
consumers can indulge in this snack with no worries.
In order to create this snack, nutraDRIED uses
a process called nutraREV. This method is a
combination of radiant and vacuum technology that
was developed by EnWave Corporation. Along with
the method used to create them, the fact that they are
made of 100% cheese and only cheese, Moon Cheese
is different from your normal cheese cracker.

KEYPOINTS

1. One ingredient: cheese
2. All Natural
3. Gluten Free

CITED SOURCES

• Target; $3.99; 6-7 pieces (12g)
• Pirate Booty - Made from puffed rice, and corn, blended
with real aged white cheddar and then baked.
• Just the Cheese - Real Wisconsin cheese is baked in bitesized pieces and comes out as a crunchy, healthy snack.
It contains more calcium and protein than a glass of milk.
PTC Foods is an international food ingredients, cleaning and sanitation company searching for long term partnerships with similar companies, whether Asian customers or American
suppliers. If you require a one stop sales, marketing and distribution company in Asia, specializing in South Korea, China, Taiwan, Japan and Hong Kong or simply a broker, importer,
exporter or sales consultant, PTC Foods can help. If you are looking for an experienced partner to assist you with USA export, food trends, new products and global purchasing, PTC
Foods can help. We pride ourselves on staying connected with the newest food innovations, food trends in America, Europe and Asia, as well as understanding the goals of each
partner manufacturer or customer. Contact us for more custom food ingredient sampling projects or food trend reports.
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